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Workshop Programme
Twist-Bend Nematics and Beyond
University of Southampton 7th and 8th April 2016

Thursday 7th April 2016
11.00-12.30 Registration and Morning Refreshments: Building 2a Annexe
12.25 – 13.25 Lunch: Building 38 Hartley Suite
13.25 – 13.30 Opening remarks (Geoffrey Luckhurst)
Opening Session:

Chair Geoffrey Luckhurst

13.30 – 14.00 Ivan Dozov
Analogy between the twist-bend nematic and the smectic A phase and the coarse-grained
description of the macroscopic NTB properties
14.00 – 14.30 Antal Jakli
Extraordinary properties of the N and N* phases above the Ntb
14.30 - 14.50 Alexey Eremin
Mesophase structure and behaviour of a dimer exhibiting a twist-bend nematic phase in bulk and
in restricted geometry
14.50 – 15.10 Xiangbing Zeng
Looking for evidence for the twist-bend nematic phase: a seleno-ether compound studied by
resonance scattering
15.10 – 15.30 Vitaly Panov
Photo-polymerisation studies of self-assembly patterns in twist-bend nematic phase
15.30 -16.00 Afternoon Refreshments
Afternoon Session:

Chair Martin Grossel

16.00 – 16.30 Alberta Ferrarini
The twist-bend nematic phase: a molecular view
16.30 – 17.00 Corrie Imrie
Structure-property relationships in twist-bend nematogens
17.00 – 17.20 Andreja Lesac
The effect of the structural variations on the incidence of the NTB phase
17.20 – 17.40 Craig Archbold
The relationship between molecular architecture and the occurrence of the twist-bend nematic
phase in liquid crystal bimesogens
17.40 – 18.00 Wojciech Tomczyk
Interplay between arm biaxiality and bend angle of bent–shaped molecules forming twist–bend
nematic phase
18.00 – 18.20 Fangfu Ye
Onsager-theory based tensor model for the nematic phases of bent-core molecules

1

18.20 – 19.20 Poster Session with Drinks: Building 2a Annexe
1. Modulated nematic structures and chiral symmetry breaking in 2D
Michał Cieśla
2. Phase behaviour of monolayers composed of flexible, trimer-like molecules
Michał Cieśla
3. The Gyroid phase in a system of pear-shaped particles
Philipp Schönhöfer
4. Structure-property relations, liquid crystal dimers and twist-bend nematics
Geoffrey Luckhurst; replacing Alya Dawood
5. Hydrodynamic simulations of nematic twist-bend phase: possible applications to biological
systems
Elsen Tjhung
6. Puzzling features of the twist-bend nematic phase
Bakir Timimi
7. Structural features of the twist-bend nematic phase explored with 2H NMR spectroscopy using
deuteriated spin probes
Bakir Timimi
8. Nx phase in polyethers based on diphenylethane
Goran Ungar
9. Twist-bend nematic phase in the presence of external fields
Agnieszka Chrzanowska
10. Unwinding of the twist-bend nematic structure under a magnetic field
Luiz Evangelista; replacing Ioannis Lelidis
11. The effects of the mesomeric nature of the terminal group on NTB phase behaviour in liquid
crystal dimers
Jordan Abberley
12. The twist-bend nematic phase of non-symmetrical liquid crystal dimers
Daniel Paterson
13a. The role of hydrogen bonding in stabilising the twist-bend nematic phase: an infrared study
Matthew Abdy
13b Phase behaviour of hydrogen-bonded methylene-ether linked liquid crystal dimers
Rebecca Walker
14. Landau-de Gennes theory of modulated nematics
Grzegorz Pająk; replacing Lech Longa
19.30 – 21.30 Workshop Dinner: Building 38 Hartley Suite
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Friday 8th April 2016
Morning Session 1:

Chair David Dunmur

08.30 – 09.00 Oleg Lavrentovich
Electro-optics of heliconical nematics and cholesterics
09.00 – 09.30 Jagdish Vij
Twist-bend nematic phase: Flexoelectric driven electroclinic effect, and breaking of chiral
symmetry in bimesogenic liquid crystals with odd methylene groups as spacer; Elastic constants
close to the N-NTB transition temperature
09.30 – 09.50 Mario Cifelli
Study of translational diffusion anisotropy of nematogens exhibiting the twisted nematic phase
by means of NMR diffusometry
09.50 – 10.10 Satyendra Kumar
The oblique chiral nematic phase in calamitic and bent-core mesogens
10.10 -10.30 Cliff Jones
Comparison of the P2 and P4 order parameters between symmetric and asymmetric liquid
crystalline dimers with twist-bend nematic phases
10.30 – 11.00 Morning Refreshments
Morning Session 2:

Chair Simon Siemanowski

11.00 – 11.30 Epifanio Virga
Elastic coarse-graining theories for twist-bend nematic phases
11.30 – 11.50 Luiz Evangelista
Elastic continuum theory of the twist-bend nematic phases
11.50 – 12.10 Doug Cleaver
The Gyroid - a splay-bend phase?
12.10 – 12.30 Claire Meyer
Smectic-like "bâtonnets" in nematic/twist-bend nematic biphasic samples
12.30 – 13.30 Lunch: Building 38 Hartley Suite
Afternoon Session:
Chair Tim Sluckin
13.30 – 14.00 Jonathan Selinger
Coarse-grained theory of the twist-bend nematic phase
14.00 – 14.20 Grzegorz Pająk
Polar interactions as a source of phases with bend deformations within crude molecular
description of bent–shaped particles
14.20 - 14.40 Jim Emsley
What can 13C NMR reveal?
14.40 – 15.00 Nerea Sebastián
Distinctive dielectric properties of nematic liquid crystal dimers: role of the conformational
distribution
15.00 – 15.05 Closing remarks (Tim Sluckin)
15.05 Afternoon Refreshments: Building 2a Annexe
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Analogy between the twist-bend nematic and the smectic A phase and
the coarse-grained description of the macroscopic NTB properties
I. Dozov1,2 and C. Meyer 2
1
Laboratoire de Physique des Solides, UMR 8502 CNRS-Université Paris-Sud, 91405
Orsay, France
2
PSC, Université de Picardie Jules Verne, 80039 Amiens, France
The twist-bend nematic, NTB, has unusual elastic properties. Contrary to the usual nematic
(N), in the NTB phase the director n is spontaneously distorted [1], leading to a heliconical structure with an extremely small period, p~10 nm, and doubly degenerate
handedness. Different models have been proposed, and are still debated, to describe the
NTB properties on the microscopic scale, Λ~ p.
We show that on the large scale, Λ >> p, the NTB phase has the same symmetry as the
SmA* phase. Introducing a complex order parameter [2], we write the coarse-grained
elastic energy by analogy with the de Gennes [3] SmA* description. Adopting the local
model of Dozov [1], we calculate the macroscopic elastic constants and characteristic
lengths in terms of a few Frank-like elastic coefficients.
We discuss the inverse elastic anisotropy of the NTB, compared to the SmA*, and its
impact on the structure of the NTB defects. Moreover, we suggest the existence of a NTB
analogue of the twist-grain boundary phase TGBA [4], with penetration of the twist field
in the bulk through a network of screw dislocations of the NTB pseudo-layers. Finally, we
apply our model to explain some recent experimental observations.
References
[1] I. Dozov, Europhys. Lett. 56, 247 (2001).
[2] C. Meyer and I. Dozov, Soft Matter, 12, 574 ( 2016)
[3] P. G. de Gennes, Solid State Commun.10, 753 (1972).
[4] S. R. Renn and T. C. Lubensky, Phys.Rev. A 38, 2132 (1988).
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Extraordinary properties of the N and N* phases above the Ntb
S. M. Salilia, S. N. Spruntb, J. T. Gleesonb and A. Jáklia
a

Chemical Physics Interdisciplinary Program & Liquid Crystal Institute, Kent State
University, Kent, OH 44242, USA
b

Department of Physics, Kent State University, Kent, OH 44242, USA

We report extraordinary properties of the nematic and chiral nematic phases above the Ntb
phase of various dimers with odd-number methylene and ether linkages.
Measurements of the Iso-N-Ntb transition temperature as a function of applied magnetic field
found to show an unprecedented magnetic field enhancement of the nematic order. At 22T
magnetic induction the transition temperature is shifted by up to 15ºC. The shift of the N-Ntb
transition can be both positive and negative depending on the material. These observations can
be consistently explained by a field-induced decrease of the bend angle, in accordance with a
recent molecular theory by Vanakaras and Photinos1.
Our numerical calculations of the 2-D director field profile of a chiral nematic phase with
K3<<K2 show structures distinctly different from standard N* structures. Textural observations
above the chiral Ntb phase of KA(0.2) with small amount of chiral dopants confirm these
anomalous director structures.
Acknowledgement: This work was financially supported by NSF DMR No. 1307674 and
utilized the facilities of the NHMFL, which is supported by NSF DMR-0084173, the State of
Florida, and the US Department of Energy. We are grateful for M. G. Tamba and G. Mehl
(University of Hull, UK) for providing us the materials used in the magnetic measurements, and
O. Parri from Merck Chemicals Ltd., Southampton, UK for providing KA(0.2).
References
[1]

Vanakaras, A. G.., Photinos, D. J., “Molecular Theory of Nematic-Nematic Phase
Transitions in LC Dimers,” Soft Matter, preprint, Royal Society of Chemistry (2016).
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Mesophase structure and behaviour of a dimer exhibiting a twist-bend
nematic phase in bulk and in restricted geometry
1

N. Sebastian1, M.- G. Tamba1, R. Stannarius1, A. Eremin1, A. Jákli2, G. H. Mehl3
Department of Nonlinear Phenomena, Institute for Experimental Physics, Otto von Guericke
University Magdeburg, Magdeburg, Germany
2
Liquid Crystal Institute, Kent State University, P.O.5190, Kent, Ohio 44242-0001, USA
3
Department of Chemistry, University of Hull, Hull HU6 7RX, UK
alexey.eremin@ovgu.de

In this contribution we discuss the structure and physical properties of the twist-bend nematic
and the smectic liquid crystalline phases (Ntb and SmX), which occur on cooling below the
nematic phase of a symmetric dimeric mesogen (Fig. 1) [1, 2]. We report the measurement of
all three elastic constants and the study of the dielectric behaviour in the N phase.
Synchrotron X-ray studies revealed a modulated structure of the SmX phase strongly
resembling the layer modulated smectic structure of rigid bent-core molecules (B7 phase)
with an oblique unit cell and modulation in the range of 12 nm. This period corresponds to
the nano-scale periodicity of the twist-bend phase.

Figure 1: Chemical structure of the investigated dimeric compound with the phase sequence:
isotropic 156.8 °C N 127.8 °C Ntb (96.6 °C SmX) 77.4 °C crystal.
Remarkably this SmX phase has the ability to form freely-suspended films and fibres, just as
the B7 materials [3, 4]. The fibres remain stable in the whole range of the smectic phase and
only become unstable in the vicinity of the transition into the Ntb phase [2]. The dynamics of
the thinning transition exhibits several stages described in our presentation. The films appear
dark between crossed polarisers without any indication of the Schlieren textures. However,
after a while log-like structures appear from the meniscus and grow into the film area
exhibiting striped patterns in the form of birefringent labyrinths.
References
[1] V. Borshch, Y. K. Kim, J. Xiang, M. Gao, A. Jákli, V. P. Panov, J. K. Vij, C. T. Imrie,
M.-G.Tamba, G. H. Mehl, and Lavrentovich O. D., Nat.e Comm., 4, (2013).
[2] M.- G. Tamba, S.M. Salili, C. Zhang, A. Jákli, G. H. Mehl, R. Stannarius, A. Eremin,
RSC Adv., 5,11207 (2015).
[3] A. Jákli, D. Krüerke, G.G. Nair, Phys. Rev. E, 67, 051702 (2003).
[4] A. Eremin, U. Kornek, S. Stern, R. Stannarius, F. Araoka, H. Takezoe, H. Nadasi, W.
Weissflog,and A. Jákli, Phys. Rev. Lett., 109, 017801 (2012).
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Looking for Evidence for the Twist-Bend Nematic Phase: a Selenoether
Compound Studied by Resonance Scattering
Warren Stevenson1, Xiangbing Zeng1, Goran Ungar1,2, C. Welch3, Ziauddin Ahmed3,
Georg H. Mehl3
1

Department of Materials Science and Engineering, Sheffield University, Sheffield S1
3JD, UK.
2
Department of Physics, Zhejiang Sci-Tech University, Xiasha College Park, 310018
Hangzhou, China.
3
Department of Chemistry, University of Hull, Cottingham Road, Hull, HU6 7RX, UK.
A selenium containing dimer compound, (DTSeC5C7), the structure is shown below, has
been synthesized and its mesophase behaviour studied. In addition to a normal nematic
phase, another nematic (Nx) phase, normally attributed to the twist-bend nematic (Ntb)
phase [1,2,3], has been found in its binary mixture with another dimer (DTC5C7).
Resonance X-ray scattering experiments have been carried out in this Nx phase, around
the absorption edge of selenium. Since, in the current dominant structural model of the
Ntb phase the director draws an oblique helicoid around a helical axis, it is expected that
with resonance scattering a diffraction peak, with d-spacing corresponding to that of the
helical pitch (~10nm according to previous studies by cryo-TEM), should be observed.
However, no such resonant diffraction peak has been observed, either in the Nx phase, or
in other mesophases observed in the binary mixture. The implication of such
experimental observation on the twist-bend model of the Nx phase will be discussed.
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References
[1] D. Chen, J. H. Porada, J. B. Hooper, A. Klittnick, Y. Shen, M. R.Tuchband, E.
Korblova, D. Bedrov, D. M.Walba, M. A. Glaser, J. E. Maclennan, and N. A. Clark,
Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. 110, 15931 (2013).
[2] C. Meyer, G. R. Luckhurst, I. Dozov, Phys. Rev. Lett. 111, 067801 (2013).
[3] V. Borshch, Y.-K. Kim, J. Xiang, M. Gao, A. J´akli, V. P. Panov, J. K. Vij, C. T.
Imrie, M. G. Tamba, G. H. Mehl, O. D. Lavrentovich, Nat. Commun. 4, 2635 (2013).
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Photo-polymerisation studies of self-assembly patterns in twist-bend
nematic phase.
Vitaly P. Panov1, J. K. Vij1, G.H. Mehl2
1

Department of Electronic and Electrical Engineering, Trinity College Dublin, Dublin 2,
Ireland
2
Department of Chemistry, University of Hull, Hull, HU6 7RX, UK

The Ntb phase [1, 2], is found at temperatures below the conventional nematic phase in
odd-chain hydrocarbon linked mesogenic dimers and some bent-core materials.
The materials in the Ntb phase tend to form a hierarchy of periodic patterns of various
scales [3].
Delicate interplay of cell geometry and material parameters at certain temperatures leads
to appearance of sub-micron structures coexisting with the sample-scale self-deformation
stripes. These are too small for analysing by traditional optical polarising microscopy.
However, adding a reactive mesogen to the liquid crystalline mixture helps to preserve
the patterns for further studies by electron microscopy with higher resolution.
This photo-polymerisation technique may also lead towards novel applications.
References
[1] V. P. Panov, M. Nagaraj, J. K. Vij, Y. P. Panarin, A. Kohlmeier, M. G. Tamba, R. A.
Lewis and G. H. Mehl, Phys. Rev. Lett., 105, 167801 (2010)
[2] M. Cestari, S. Diez-Berart, D. A. Dunmur, A. Ferrarini, M. R. de la Fuente, D. J. B.
Jackson, D. O. Lopez, G. R. Luckhurst, M. A. Perez-Jubindo, R. M. Richardson, J. Salud,
B. A. Timimi and H. Zimmermann, Phys. Rev. E, 84, 031704 (2011)
[3] V. P. Panov, M. C. M Varney, I. I. Smalyukh, J. K. Vij, M. G. Tamba, G. H. Mehl,
Mol. Cryst. Liq. Cryst., 611, 180-185 (2015)
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The twist-bend nematic phase: a molecular view
Alberta Ferrarini
Dipartimento di Scienze Chimiche, Università di Padova, 35131 Padova, Italy
Recently, based on a number of experimental observations [1-3], it was proposed that
the low temperature nematic phase exhibited by mesogenic dimers would coincide with
the twist-bend nematic phase, predicted for bent mesogens by theory [4] and simulations
[5]. Within this picture, the phase presents domains of opposite chirality, each characterized a periodically distorted director, forming a conical helix with a doubly degenerate
handedness and pitch of the order of few molecular lengths.
Despite the numerous studies that followed the initial claims, there remains a number
of debated questions, which include the structure of the phase and the molecular determinants of the phase behavior. The importance of the molecular shape, and in particular of
the degree of bending, as well as the role of chirality, flexibility and electric dipole remain
controversial. This talk will focus on molecular aspects of the twist-bend nematic phase.
The starting point is the identification of the orientational order parameters, based on
the molecular and phase symmetry [6]. Then, in the light of molecular theories and simulations [5,7-10], the relationship between molecular structure and phase behavior will
be discussed.
[1] M. Cestari, S. Diez-Berart, D. A. Dunmur, A. Ferrarini, M. R. de la Fuente, D. J.
B. Jackson, D. O. Lopez, G. R. Luckhurst, M. A. Perez-Jubindo, R. M. Richardson, J.
Salud, B. A. Timimi and H. Zimmermann, Phys. Rev. E 84, 031704 (2011)
[2] D. Chen, J. H. Porada, J.B. Hooper, A. Klittnick, Y. Shen, M. R. Tuchband, E.
Korblova, D. Bedrov, D. M. Walba, M. A. Glaser, J. E. Maclennan and N. A. Clark,
Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. U. S. A. 110, 15931 (2013)
[3] V. Borsch, Y.-K. Kim, J. Xiang, M. Gao, A. Jakli, V. P. Panov, J.K. Vij, C. T. Imrie,
M. G. Tamba, G. H. Mehl, O.D . Lavrentovich, Nat. Commun. 4, 2635 (2013)
[4] I. Dozov, Europhys Lett. 56, 247 (2001)
[5] R. Memmer, Liq. Cryst. 29, 483 (2002)
[6] C. Zannoni, in The Molecular Physics of Liquid Crystals, G. R. Luckhurst, G. W.
Gray, Eds. (Academic Press, New York, 1979)
[7] C. Greco, A. Ferrarini, Phys. Rev. Lett. 115, 147801 (2015)
[8] C. Greco, G.R. Luckhurst, A. Ferrarini, Soft Matter 10, 9318 (2014)
[9] S. M. S. Shamid, S. Dhakal, J. V. Selinger, Phys. Rev. E 87, 052503 (2013)
[10] A. G. Vanakaras, D. J. Photinos, Soft Matter, accepted
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Structure-property relationships in twist-bend nematogens
Corrie T Imrie
Department of Chemistry, University of Aberdeen, Meston Building, King’s College, Aberdeen, AB24 3UE,
United Kingdom.
*E-mail: c.t.imrie@abdn.ac.uk

Liquid crystal dimers consist of molecules containing two mesogenic units linked by a
flexible spacer and have been a rich source for the discovery of new types of mesophases.[1] Most
recently,

a

nematic-nematic

transition

has

been

reported

for

odd-members

of

the

α,ω-bis-4-(4’-cyanobiphenyl)alkanes.[2,3] Cestari et al. assigned the lower temperature nematic as
a twist-bend nematic phase, Ntb.[2] This was later confirmed in studies based on freeze fracture
transmission electron microscopy.[4,5] In the Ntb phase, the achiral molecules form a helix and the
director is tilted with respect to the helical axis. The induced twist may be either left or right handed
and equal amounts of both types of helix are expected. To date, the Ntb phase has been observed for
relatively few liquid crystal dimers and bent core mesogens. Given this very limited data set, the
development of the empirical relationships linking molecular structure to the observation of this
exciting new phase is very much at an embryonic stage. Here we present a range of new liquid
crystal dimers which exhibit the Ntb phase and discuss structure-property relationships in materials
exhibiting this fascinating new phase.

References
[1] C. T. Imrie, P. A. Henderson, Chem. Soc. Rev., 36, 2096-2124 (2007).
[2] M.Cestari et al, Phys. Rev. E 84, 031704 (2011).
[3] V.P. Panov et al, Phys. Rev. Lett. 105, 167801 (2010).
[4] V. Borshch et al, Nature Commun. 4, 2635 (2013).
[5] D. Chen et al, Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci. 110, 15931 (2013).
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The effect of the structural variations on the incidence of the NTB phase
Trpimir Ivšić1, Ute Baumeister2, Irena Dokli1, Ana Mikleušević1 and Andreja Lesac1*

1

Ruđer Bošković Institute, Bijenička cesta 54, 10000 Zagreb, Croatia.

2

Institute of Chemistry, Physical Chemistry, Martin Luther University Halle-Wittenberg, vonDanckelmann-Platz 4, 06120 Halle, Germany.

Contiunig our research in the field of flexible bent-shaped dimers displaying controversal NTB
phase we prepared and characterized a range of imino-linked dimeric molecules with variant
mesogenic units and terminal chain lengths. Utilization of various aromatic groups enables
investigation not only geometrical factors but also electronic aspect influencing formation of the
NTB phase.
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Combined experimental and computational studies showed that the incidence of the NTB phase and
its thermal stability are highly sensitive to variations in the molecular structure and suggest that
within a given series of materials the incidence of the NTB phase is governed by the synergy of the
particular geometrical factors and anisotropy of the electrostatic potential distribution of the
mesogenic core.
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The relationship between molecular architecture and the occurrence of
the twist-bend nematic phase in liquid crystal bimesogens.
Craig Archbold1, Richard Mandle1, Stephen Cowling1, John Goodby1
1
University of York, Heslington, York, UK, YO10 5DD
The NTB phase has been an area of significant work in recent years, with many
postulations on it's structure. The current theories range from the heliconical model
presented by Dozov in 2001 1, to a polar nematic phase without this heliconical
arrangement 2 and models inferring some degree of polymer-like behaviour 3. Despite the
large volume of research in this field, many of the studies conducted into the properties of
this phase focus on the physical properties of a limited number of materials such as the
CBnCB materials (Figure 1).
!

!
Figure 1: Molecular architecture of one of the CBnCB materials (CB9CB).
The! work! presented! in! this! talk! has! taken! a! different! approach! in! attempting! to!
discern! a! definitive! set! of! structure7property! relations! through! the! synthesis! of! a!
large! number! of! bimesogens,! both! symmetrical! and! unsymmetrical.! The! various!
bimesogens!synthesised!include:!those!with!differing!linking!groups!i.e.!ether;!ester;!
imine,!those!with!differing!mesogenic!groups!i.e.!esters!as!opposed!to!biphenyls!or!
differing!terminal!chains!(Figure 2).!!
!

!
Figure 2: Examples of NTB materials with different molecular architectures
Through! the! investigation! of! the! mesogenic! properties! of! these! materials! via!
polarised!optical!microscopy,!differential!scanning!calorimetry,!X7ray!diffraction!and!
studies!carried!out!in!mixtures!correlations!were!found!between!several!molecular!
properties,! such! as! the! nature! of! the! mesogenic! unit! and! the! intermesogen! angle,!
and!the!stability!of!the!NTB!phase.!
!
References(
!
[1]
[2]
[3]

Dozov, I. On the spontaneous symmetry breaking in the mesophases of achiral banana-shaped
molecules. Europhys. Lett. 56, 247–253 (2001).
Vanakaras, A. G. & Photinos, D. J. A Molecular Theory of the Nematic-Nematic Phase Transitions
in Mesogenic Dimers. arXiv:1510.01265v1 [cond-mat.soft] (2015).
Mandle, R. J. et al. Apolar Bimesogens and the Incidence of the Twist-Bend Nematic Phase. Chem.
Eur. J. 21, 8158–8167 (2015).
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Interplay between arm biaxiality and bend angle
of bent–shaped molecules forming twist–bend nematic phase
Wojciech Tomczyk, Grzegorz Pajπk and Lech Longa
Marian Smoluchowski Institute of Physics, Department of Statistical Physics,
Jagiellonian University, prof. S. £ojasiewicza 11, 30-348 Kraków
A newly observed - heliconical (twist–bend) nematic phase (NTB ) of nanoscale pitch [1]
has recently caught much of attention. Initially, the theoretical concept of this phase has
been presented by R. B. Meyer [2] in 1973, where he assumed that the director of the molecules precesses on a cone forming an oblique helicoidal structure. Subsequently in 2001
Dozov [3], in 2002 Memmer [4] and in 2004 Lorman et al. [5], suggested that the formation
of the NTB can be facilitated by the shape of bent–core molecules.
Here we present theoretical investigations on relation between biaxiality and bend angle
on stability of nematic twist–bend phase. We generalize a Maier–Saupe type of model
for NTB presented by Greco et al. [6], where we introduce molecular biaxiality on both
of the arms of the molecule, quantified by a 3◊3, second–rank traceless symmetric tensor
Q. Three distinct values of bend angle (130¶ , 135¶ and 140¶ ) were investigated. The detailed results show the influence of the molecular biaxiality parameter [7] on the relative stability of the NTB , nematic, isotropic phase and the related phase transitions. For the bend
angle equal to 140¶ we observe all five possible phases: uniaxial and biaxial twist–bend
nematics, together with uniaxial and biaxial nematics and isotropic phase.
Acknowledgments
This work was supported by Grant No. DEC–2013/11/B/ST3/04247 of the National
Science Centre in Poland and in part by PL–Grid Infrastructure.

[1] V. Borshch, Y-K Kim, J. Xiang, M. Gao, A. Jákli, V. P. Panov, J. K. Vij, C. T. Imrie,
M-G. Tamba, G. H. Mehl and O. D. Lavrentovich, Nature Communications 4, 2635
(2013).
[2] R. B. Meyer, “Structural Problems in Liquid Crystal Physics”, pp. 273-373 in Les
Houches Summer School in Theoretical Physics, 1973. Molecular Fluids, R. Balian and
G. Weil (eds.) (Gordon and Breach, New York, 1976).
[3] I. Dozov, Europhys. Lett. 56, 247 (2001).
[4] R. Memmer, Liq. Cryst. 29, 483 (2002).
[5] V. L. Lorman and B. Mettout, Phys. Rev. E 69, 061710 (2004).
[6] C. Greco, G. R. Luckhurst and A. Ferrarini, Soft Matter 10, 9318 (2014).
[7] R. Berardi, L. Muccioli, S. Orlandi, M. Ricci and C. Zannoni, J. Phys.: Condens.
Matter 20, 463101.1 (2008).
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Onsager-theory based tensor model for the nematic
phases of bent-core molecules
Jie Xu1, Zhong-Can Ou-Yang2, Pingwen Zhang1, Fangfu Ye3
1

School of Mathematical Sciences, Peking University,
Beijing 100871, China
2
Institute of Theoretical Physics, Chinese Academy of Sciences, Beijing 100190, China
3
Institute of Physics, Chinese Academy of Sciences, Beijing 100190, China

We investigate the relationship between the shape of bent-core molecules and the
resulting nematic phases formed. We first develop an Onsager-theory based tensor model,
whose free energy includes not only the orientational order parameters and their
couplings but also the gradient terms, with the coefficients of these terms determined by
molecular parameters. We then use the model to examine the nematic phases and find that
the prolate and oblate nematic phases, biaxial phase, and twist-bend phase are all able to
occur. We obtain the phase diagrams and also show how the structure of the resultant
twist-bend phase varies with the molecular parameters.
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ELECTRO-OPTICS OF HELICONICAL NEMATICS AND CHOLESTERICS
Oleg D. Lavrentovich*
Liquid Crystal Institute, Kent State University, Kent, Ohio 44242, USA
*E-mail: olavrent@kent.edu

Liquid crystals formed by regular bent-core mesogens and their flexible relatives, dimeric
mesogens, feature unusual structural organization, with an oblique helicoidal local director. The
pitch of the oblique helicoid ranges from nanometers in the twist-bend nematic (Ntb) to micrometers
in cholesterics (Ch) formed by dimeric mesogens in the presence of chiral dopants and external
electric field (Choh state).

Both structures lead to unusual electro-optics: first order structural

transition in the Ntb [1] and electrically-controlled selective reflection of light tunable in an
extraordinary broad range, from ultraviolet to visible and to infrared, in Choh [2].

The work is

supported by NSF DMR-1410378 and IIP-1500204.
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Figure. (a-c) Electrically controlled Ch and Choh: (a) Ch in the absence of an electric field; (b)
oblique helicoidal cholesteric Choh stabilized by an intermediate electric field; (c) uniaxial nematic
in a very strong field; (d-g) different colors of Choh at different electric fields.
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Twist Bend Nematic phase: Flexoelectric driven electroclinic effect, and breaking
of chiral symmetry in bimesogenic liquid crystals with odd methylene groups as
spacer; Elastic Constants close to the N-Ntb transition temperature
Jagdish K Vij
School of Engineering, Trinity College, the University of Dublin, Dublin 2, Ireland
After some 125 years, a new nematic phase called the twist bend nematic phase has been
discovered; its discovery was reported in 2013 by three groups [1-3]. The ground work of this phase
was partly laid down by my research group in Dublin [4-7] in collaboration with a group led by G.
Mehl in Hull U.K. when in the year 2009, V. Panov and Mamatha Nagaraj observed unusual
properties of a phase in bimesogenic liquid crystals. We initially called this the Nx phase but our
research papers and presentations interested many others to pursue this work.
The electro-optic effect was different in the Nx than in usual nematic phase and could only be
explained by a chirality of the domain under the objective of the microscope from otherwise achiral
molecules. Large chiral domains of opposite handedness were observed using a novel experimental
technique. We reported the flexoelectric driven large electroclinic effect [5] arising from large
flexoelectric polarization [8] and its possible applications.
By using transmission electron and optical microscopy, a new nematic order was
demonstrated in bimesogens with odd methylene units as a spacer, in which the director followed an
oblique helicoid, maintaining a constant oblique angle with the helical axis and experiencing twist and
bend distortions. The oblique helicoids have a nanoscale helical pitch. The new twist-bend nematic
represents a structural link between the uniaxial nematic (no tilt) and a chiral nematic (helicoids with
right-angle tilt.
In the last part of the talk, I present results on the anomalous changes in twist and bend elastic
constants that are observed across the N-Ntb phase transition of CBC11CB and CBC7CB [9,10]. It
will be shown that the elasticity estimated via an extrapolation of the data in the high temperature
region of the nematic phase seems to fully satisfy Dozov’s hypothesis although the elasticity data in
the vicinity of the phase transition may exhibit opposite trends. This can be explained by the general
nature of a hierarchical system where the macroscopic elasticity is governed mostly by the distortion
of a higher level structure.
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STUDY OF TRANSLATIONAL DIFFUSION ANISOTROPY OF
NEMATOGENS Exhibiting THE TWIST-BEND NEMATIC PHASE
BY MEANS OF NMR DIFFUSOMETRY
M.#Cifelli#¹,#V.#Domenici#¹,#S.V.#Dvinskikh,²,³
¹Dipartimento#di#Chimica#e#Chimica#Industriale,#Università#di#Pisa,#
Via#Moruzzi#13,#56124#Pisa,#ITALY;
²Royal#Institute#of##Technology,#Department#of#Chemistry,#
Teknikringen#36,#SER10044#Stockholm,#SWEDEN.
³St.#Petersburg#State#University,#Laboratory#of#Biomolecular#NMR,
St.#Petersburg,#199034#RUSSIA

Recently, a growing interest raised on the nematogens exhibiting the twist-bend nematic
phase that showed to be chiral even though is formed by achiral molecules [1]. Being
racemic in bulk, chiral mono-domains of specific handiness can be induced by doping the
phase with chiral solutes [2]
Among other intriguing physical properties [3, 4], this interesting state of matter
represents a fluid phase that is, in principle, orientationally anisotropic in three directions
with translational order showing a periodicity several times larger than the molecular size
[5].
In the present communication we report a study of the translational self diffusion
coefficients measured along the three laboratory frame axes in the nematic and twist-bend
nematic phases oriented in a strong static magnetic field (B0 =11.7 T) by means of
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Pulsed Field Gradient Diffusometry.
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The oblique chiral nematic phase in calamitic and
bent-core mesogens*
Gautam Singha, Dena. M. Agra-Kooijmana, M. R. Vengatesanb, Yuan Wanga,
Michael R. Fischa, Hari Bisoyia, Q. Lia, Jang-Kun Songb, and
Satyendra Kumara
aKent

State University, Kent OH 44242
University, S. Korea

bSungkyunkwan

Recent discovery of the oblique chiral (or, the twist-bend, Ntb) nematic phase predicted
[1] for bent-core mesogens has engendered much interest due to its unique structure and
physical properties, and the possibility of its use in the next generation of faster
electrooptic technology. Bimesogenic calamitic as well as bent-core mesogens [2-5] are
found to form the Ntb phase.
Optical and x-ray scattering investigations of several single component calamitic
bimesogens, their mixtures, and a bent-core trimer [4] have been performed. Results show
that the orientational distribution function (ODF) used by Saupe is valid for the higher
temperature nematic phase but not the Ntb phase. Temperature dependence of the ODFs
and the order parameters <P2(cosθ)>, <P4(cosθ)>, and P6(cosθ)> have been calculated in
the two nematic phases. The parameters <P2(cosθ)> and <P4(cosθ)> increase/decrease in
the N/Ntb phase of bimesogens with decreasing temperature while <P6(cosθ)> remains
vanishingly small for all concentrations. The value of <P4(cosθ)> becomes negative in the
Ntb phase confirming a conical distribution of molecules as they follow a helical trajectory
around the macroscopic director. For the bent-core trimer system, however, the order
parameter <P4(cosθ)> decreases in the Ntb phase but remain positive at all temperatures.
The heliconical tilt calculated from ODFs, exhibits a power law behavior with increasing
temperature, vanishing at the transition to the N phase.
We will discuss the first direct measurements of the conical tilt and the evidence of
volcano-like distribution of molecules in the Ntb phase.
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Comparison of the P2 and P4 order parameters between symmetric and
asymmetric liquid crystalline dimers with twist-bend nematic phases
Zhaopeng Zhang a , Mamatha Nagaraj a , Richard J. Mandle b , John W. Goodbyb ,
G. . Luckhurst c, Helen F. Gleeson a, and J. Cliff Jones a *
a

School of Physics and Astronomy, University of Leeds, Leeds LS2 9JT, UK
b
Department of Chemistry, University of York, York, YO10 5DD, UK
c
Chemistry, University of Southampton, Southampton SO171BJ, UK
*
Corresponding author, e-mail: j.c.jones@leeds.ac.uk

The temperature dependence of the uniaxial order parameters <P2> and <P4> have
been determined using Polarised Raman Spectroscopy for a series of symmetric
cyano-biphenyl dimers[1]. These are compared with new results for an
asymmetric dimer with structure:

K 79.8 (X 58.3 SmA 66.7 NTB 68.4) N 162.1 °C
This compound is unusual, because it undergoes a twist-bend nematic to smectic
A phase transition.
Polarised Raman is used to quantify <P2> and <P4> across the uniaxial and twistbend nematic phases of this liquid crystalline dimers, and the results compared
both with refractive index data and the previous results on the CBnCB series.
Both symmetric and asymmetric exhibit relatively low values of !! and !! for
the odd dimers, contrasting with very high values observed for the even dimer.
Only small changes of <P2> are seen at the transition from N to NTB, but a much
larger increase is observed at the NTB to SmA.
Comparison is done with the molefular field theories for uniaxial [2] and biaxial
[3] molecules, considering the compounds to be either cylindrically uniaxial or
comprising two arms at 122° to each other, and the molecule tilted to the director
through 29°. The order parameters determined by the Polarised Raman
Spectroscopy are best fit by assuming a bent molecule using the simpler uniaxial
theory of reference [2] for both symmetric and asymmetric dimers with high
spacing groups. As the spacer length is reduced, the better fit comes from the
biaxial theory of reference [3].
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Elastic Coarse-Graining Theories for Twist-Bend Nematic Phases
Epifanio G. Virga
Soft Matter Mathematical Modelling, University of Pavia, Pavia, Italy
Twist-bend nematic phases were at first mistaken for smectic A phases; the abundance of focal conic
defects with which the new phases are replete could have only helped to spread their false identity. A
coarse-grained elastic energy has recently been proposed that makes the analogy with smectics precise.
In the way of traditional dialectics, the lecture will attempt to answer the following question: Can a
"nematic" coarse-grained elastic energy explain focal conics at equilibrium in twist-bend nematic
liquid crystals?
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Elastic continuum theory of the twist-bend nematic phases
L. R. Evangelista1, G. Barbero2, M. Rosseto1, R. S. Zola3, and I. Lelidis4
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Department of Applied Science and Technology, Politecnico di Torino, Corso Duca degli Abruzzi
24, 10129 Torino, Italy.
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Universidade Tecnológica Federal do Paraná, Campus Apucarana, Rua Marcílio Dias 635, 86812460 Apucarana, Paraná, Brazil.
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Solid State Section, Department of Physics, University of Athens, Panepistimiopolis, Zografos,
Athens 157 84, Greece.
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The recently discovered twist-bend nematic phase, NTB, had been theoretically predicted by Meyer [1]
and Dozov [2], and has been experimentally evidenced by a number of studies (see e.g. [3], [4], and
[5]). It may be viewed as a heliconical molecular arrangement in which the director n precesses
uniformly about an extra director field, t, and corresponds to a nematic ground state exhibiting
nanoscale periodic modulation [6]. To demonstrate the stability of this phase from the elastic point of
view, a natural extension of the Frank elastic energy density is proposed [7]. The elastic energy
density is built in terms of the elements of symmetry of the new phase in which the components of
these director fields intervene together with the usual Cartesian tensors. It is shown that the ground
state corresponds to a deformed state for which K22 > K33. In the framework of the model, the phase
transition between the usual and the twist-bend nematic phase is of second order with a finite wave
vector. The model does not require a negative K33 in agreement with recent experimental data that
yield K33 > 0. A threshold is predicted for the molecular twist power below which no transition to a
twist-bend nematic may occur.
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The gyroid – a splay-bend phase?
1

Doug Cleaver1, Laurence Ellison1, Philipp Schönhöfer2 and Dmytro Antipov3
Materials and Engineering Research Institute, Sheffield Hallam University, Sheffield, UK
2
Department Physik, FAU Erlangen-Nürnberg, Erlangen, Germany
3
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In most experimental realisations of the gyroid phase, a narrow region of bicontinuous-phasestability is found between lamellar and hexagonal regions. This conventional picture is also
seen in theory [1] of diblock copolymers and simulations performed using strings of soft
penetrable beads (i.e. DPD-type models) [2].
However, triply periodic, bicontinuous phases such as the gyroid have proven highly elusive
to particle-based simulation. Further, where they have been found, in systems of hard pearshaped particles [3] (Figure 1) and ellipsoid-sphere mixtures [4], they have bordered nematic,
rather than lamellar or hexagonal phases – an observation that has had no theoretical
explanation.
Recently, Shamid and co-workers [5] have reconsidered Dozov’s [6] original suggestion that
modulated phases can be promoted by a splay-bend analogue to the twist-bend phase. Here,
we revisit our long-standing simulation results to investigate whether the observed gyroid
phases are actually examples of modulated structures promoted by splay-bend coupling
between polar order and director gradients.

Figure 1: Two representations of the same gyroid configuration showing spacefilling (Left) and locations of pear blunt ends (Right). Colours simply indicate
which of the two interpenetrating networks a given pear is associated with.
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Smectic-like "bâtonnets" in nematic/twist-bend nematic biphasic
samples
C. Meyer1, G. R. Luckhurst2, P. Davidson3, I. Dozov1,3
1
PSC, Université de Picardie Jules Verne, 80039 Amiens, France
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3
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France
Due to its spontaneous short-pitch periodic director distortion, the twist-bend nematic
phase, NTB, often presents smectic-like textures, e.g. focal-conic domains. We report here
the first observation in the NTB phase of another classical smectic texture, the FriedelGrandjean bâtonnets [1, 2], usually observed at the isotropic/smectic transition.
In a homeotropic cell, we have studied a mixture of the classic NTB-forming dimer
CB7CB [3] and nematogenic molecules with a bicyclohexyl core. At T=61°C, the
mixture undergoes a transition from the isotropic to the (classical) nematic phase. Cooled
to 35°C, the mixture phase-separates, giving CB7CB-rich NTB bâtonnets, growing in a
CB7CB-poor nematic (see Figure 1). Upon temperature cycling, the growth of the
bâtonnets is reversible. As for their smectic analogues, the bâtonnets are fluid in two
dimensions, easily merging together on occasional contact, and are solid-like along their
optic axis.
The surface anchoring plays an important role for the bâtonnets formation [4, 5]. In the
smectic case, the bâtonnet surface is in contact with an isotropic liquid, whereas here it is
in a contact with another anisotropic fluid. We will discuss the nematic/NTB anchoring at
this interface, which is quite unexpected as the optic axis of the NTB bâtonnet is
perpendicular to the director of the nematic around it.

Figure 1: Twist-bend nematic bâtonnets observed between crossed polarizers (left) and in
unpolarised light (right)
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Coarse-grained theory of the twist-bend nematic phase
Jonathan Selinger
Liquid Crystal Institute, Kent State University, Kent, OH 44242
The twist-bend nematic phase can be described theoretically at several different levels of
detail. All of these descriptions are correct; they just highlight different aspects of the
phase, and allow comparison with different experiments. In this presentation, we
consider various types of theories, ranging from theory based on polar order [1, 2], to
theory based on negative bend elastic constant [3], to more recent coarse-grained theories
that show a smectic-like elasticity at long length scales [4, 5]. We discuss the features of
each type of theory, and present the mathematical procedure to go from one to another.
In particular, we show that coarse-grained theory identifies the long-wavelength
fluctuation modes of the twist-bend nematic phase (as shown schematically in the figure),
and agrees with dynamic light-scattering experiments [5].
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Physics,” in Molecular Fluids (Les Houches Summer School
in Theoretical Physics, 1973), R. Balian, G. Weill, Eds.
(Gordon and Breach, New York, 1976), pp. 271–343.
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mechanics of bend flexoelectricity and the twist-bend phase in
bent-core liquid crystals,” Phys. Rev. E 87, 052503 (2013).
[3] I. Dozov, “On the spontaneous symmetry breaking in the
mesophases of achiral banana-shaped molecules,” Europhys.
Lett. 56, 247–253 (2001).
[4] C. Meyer and I. Dozov, “Local distortion energy and
coarse-grained elasticity of the twist-bend nematic phase,”
Soft Matter 12, 574–580 (2016).
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Polar interactions as a source of phases with bend deformations within
crude molecular description of bent–shaped particles
G. Pająk1 and M. A. Osipov2
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In the recent years the discovery of nematic structures with one–dimensional periodicity
has become a major field of activity in the liquid crystal research across the world [1–6].
The observations for oligomers and bent–core systems indicate that there are at least two
types of one–dimensional modulated nematic–like phases. One of them is the twist–bend
nematic phase (NTB), where the director rotates on the cone like in the smectic C* but
without long–range positional order of molecules. The second phase is so called splay–
bend nematic (NSB), where the main director performs in–plane, nonchiral modulation.
Here we present a molecular–statistical theory for both flexoelectricity and the elastic
properties of the nematic composed of bent–shaped particles using the same molecular
model and the Parsons–Lee approximation for intermolecular correlations. It has been
shown [7] that polar intermolecular interactions, including the electrostatic dipole–dipole
interactions, make a significant contribution to the effective flexoelectric coefficients.
Sufficiently strong polar interactions between bent–core molecules result in an increase of
the bend flexocoefficient which may even diverge at a certain low temperature which
corresponds to a transition into the virtual ferroelectric phase. At the same time the splay
flexocoefficient is only weakly renormalized, as a result the flexoelectric correction to the
splay elastic constant is very small, while bend correction may be sufficiently large which
results in a very low values of the bend elastic constant throughout the nematic range, and
may vanish at a some temperature. This temperature may then be identified as a point of
the elastic instability of the bent–shaped nematic phase which induces a transition into the
modulated phases with bend deformations like recently observed the NTB phase. Here we
present temperature variation of the susceptibilities, flexoelectric coefficients and elastic
constants, and at the end we discuss how these observables are influenced by bend angle
and the value of electric dipole in the simple molecular model of bent–shaped systems.
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What can 13C NMR reveal?
J.W. Emsley
Department of Chemistry, University of Southampton.
The simplest experiment of proton-decoupled 13C NMR can give orientational order
parameters, S, for axes fixed in rigid molecular fragments, such as the aromatic groups,
throughout the entire temperature range of liquid crystal phases. For example, The
temperature profile of Szz, for the para axes in the mesogen
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The more complicated, 13C – 1H, 2D Proton-Encoded-Local-Field (PELF) experiment2
can obtain order parameters, Sij, for all C – H bond directions in a mesogenic molecule,
and from such data theories can be tested for how the molecular structure, conformational
distribution and orientational order changes between the nematic and twist-bend phases3.
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Dielectric properties of nematic dimers show distinctive features which differ from those of
archetypical nematic liquid crystals. This is demonstrated by the unusual temperature
dependence of the static permittivity, and the appearance of two relaxation modes at low
frequencies with correlated strengths [1,2]. The interpretation of such characteristic behaviour
requires that account is taken of the effect of molecular flexibility, due to the linking spacers,
on the energetically favoured molecular shapes [3]. The anisotropic nematic interactions
greatly influence the conformational distribution, favouring molecular geometries that can
better adapt to the nematic environment, and the different molecular shapes have different
molecular dipoles. Thus, the temperature dependence of the orientational order is reflected in
the change of conformational distribution, and in the dielectric behaviour of the mesophase.
In this contribution we will provide an overview on the effect of the molecular structure on
the dielectric properties of dimers exhibiting nematic and twist-bend nematic phases and
show how information on the conformational distribution can be obtained by means of an
suitable model [3]. With that objective results obtained for the symmetric dimers CB7CB and
CB9CB will be compared to those obtained for the non-symmetric dimers FFO9OCB and
CBOnO.Py. Additionally, the calorimetric, dielectric and elastic properties of the
CB7CB+FFO9OCB mixture will be discussed [4].
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Complex supramolecular structures formed by bent-core (banana-shaped) systems,
superstructures found in ferrocenomesogens and in nematic liquid crystals formed by
flexible dimers can exhibit unusual properties, unknown to conventional mesogenic materials. The most striking observation is one connected with appearance of spontaneous
chiral order, where domains of opposite optical activity are created in ordinary isotropic
and nematic phases. This observation is unusual for it appears in systems of intrinsically
achiral molecules. Since chiral symmetry breaking is linked with discrete Z(2) group,
similar phenomena are expected in 2D systems.
Here we follow the idea of Lubensky and Radzihovsky [1] who argued that chiral
order of non-chiral materials can be explained by Landau theory that involves quadrupolar (biaxial) and octupolar (tetrahedratic) tensor order parameters. Translating this to
microscopic interactions we study generalized Lebwohl-Lasher lattice dispersion model
[2-4] which contains nearest-neighbour interactions involving quadrupolar and octupolar
couplings. Then, using Monte-Carlo simulations we show that the model exhibits spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking in 2D from an isotropic phase composed of ambidextrous
chiral domains to a nematic twist-bend-like structure.
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Phase behaviour of monolayers composed of flexible, trimer-like
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Using Onsager-type of Density Functional Theory and constant pressure MC simulations we study the e↵ect of conformational degrees of freedom on orientational and
positional ordering of trimer-like molecules confined to monolayers.
The molecules are composed of three linked line segments. Each of the terminal
segments is allowed to occupy one of the two internal states: ↵ and ↵, where ↵ is an
angle between the central and the terminal segment. Depending on the internal state of its
terminal segments this flexible hard-needle can dynamically adopt either a chiral zigzag
or achiral bow-shaped conformation. A system composed of such molecules has a rich
spectrum of stable, liquid-crystalline structures. The Density Functional Theory admits
the existence of nematic and lamellar nonchiral and chiral phases, while Monte Carlo
simulation also suggest existence of more complex, modulated structures, with splaybend signature. The model is a generalization of recent studies [1-3], where separately
zigzag and/or bow-shaped hard-needles were considered.
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A highly complex liquid crystal phase which can be generated by amphiphiles or block
co-polymers is the double gyroid Ia3d cubic phase. One promising system which forms
this structure consists of hard pear-shaped particles with suitable aspect ratio and degree
of tapering [1]. A possible mechanism behind the formation of the gyroid phase is splaybend coupling [2], similar to the twist-bend coupling that causes the twist-bend nematic
phase.
Using Molecular Dynamics and Monte Carlo simulations with a generalized Gay-Berne
potential, the spontaneous formation of the gyroid phase was reproduced (see Figure).
Additionally, a defect-free gyroid with the same number of particles per unit cell as the
spontaneously formed phase was generated. We calculate the scattering functions and
use Voronoi tesselation to study the geometrical properties of both systems.
Subsequently, hard spheres which shall take up the role of solvent to model mixtures
such as the lipid-water system were introduced into the simulations. With an explicit
solvent the system should be complex enough to model most common phenomena in
cubic phases yet simple enough to allow us to simulate large systems.

Figure: A system of pears forms the gyroid phase on the left. The di↵erent colors signify
the di↵erent networks after clustering the blunt ends of the pears. The channel system
becomes visible by depicting the blunt ends of the pears as spheres on the right.
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Structure-property relations, liquid crystal dimers and twist-bend nematics
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In 2011 it was suggested that the second nematic phase formed by the odd liquid crystal
dimer CB7CB was the twist-bend nematic phase [1]; here the molecular origin of the phase
is associated with the molecular curvature created by the methylene link between the spacer
and the cyanobiphenyl group. The phase sequence for this and most other twist-bend
nematics is NTB-N-I and for CB7CB the NTB-N phase transition is clearly first order [1] in
contrast to the predictions of several theories that the transition should be second order [2,3].
For homologous series, as the spacer length increases so the strength of the transition
weakens and the nematic range grows [4]. Conversely, the transition strengthens with
decreasing spacer length and for some series it was found that the NTB phase is formed
directly from the isotropic phase [5] in keeping with a molecular field theory [3]. The dimers
(mO.n.Om) found to show this intriguing behaviour are

with the homologue, 2O.3.O2, forming the NTB phase directly from the isotropic phase via a
strong first-order transition [5]. The phase formed is highly monotropic and to see if this
undesirable behaviour can be avoided we have explored members with different terminal
chain lengths. This also allows us to see how the phase behaviour is related to the structure.
We start with the dimers 1O.n.O1, that is terminating with methoxy groups. Again we find
that for a propyl spacer the NTB phase is formed directly from the isotropic phase but it is
again highly monotropic. For longer terminal chains, butyloxy, pentyloxy and hexyloxy, it
has also been found that the phase sequence can include a B6 phase in keeping with earlier
results [6]. The interplay between the spacer and terminal chain lengths is informative.
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Hydrodynamic simulations of nematic twist bend phase:
possible applications to biological systems
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We perform a hybrid lattice Boltzmann simulation of the nematic twist bend phase to
study the effects of hydrodynamic interactions. We follow a phenomenological free
energy as introduced by Dozov [1] with coupling to Navier-Stokes equation. In particular,
we study the flow of the fluid in the bulk phase under external shear. We also study the
effects of the anchoring condition on the flow field. Finally, we also consider possible
applications of the nematic twist bend phase to biological systems. Many microorganisms
display some degree of chirality. For instance, the flagella in bacteria have spiral shape
and they rotate synchronously. On the other hand, Spirochetes have spiral shape body and
Toxoplasma gondii have been observed to swim in a spiral trajectory. We explore how
nematic twist bend phase might be useful to model such organisms.
[1] I. Dozov, On the spontaneous symmetry breaking in the mesophases of achiral
banana-shaped molecules, Europhys. Lett. 56, 247-253 (2001).
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The macroscopic structure of the conventional nematic phase (N) has the directors uniformly
aligned, while in the chiral nematic (N*) the directors are orthogonal to the helix axis about
which they spiral. The generalised version of N* is the twist-bend nematic (NTB) in which the
directors are tilted with respect to the helix axis. Dozov has predicted that the twist-bend
nematic phase will be formed by bent-core molecules which strikingly are, in themselves,
achiral [1]. Consistent with this prediction is the observation that liquid crystal dimers with odd,
flexible spacers do form the NTB phase. It seems that to obtain this novel phase the molecules
need to be sufficiently bent and that this can be achieved with odd spacers composed entirely of
methylene groups [2]. Thus the α, ω-(4-cyanobiphenyl-4'-yl) alkanes certainly form the twistbend nematic phase [2, 3]. None-the-less although the model proposed by Dozov [1] correctly
predicts the existence of the NTB-N transition it also predicts that the transition should be second
order. In practise this does not seem to be the case [2-4].
It may, however, be possible to change the order of the transition from first- to second-order by
extending the range of the N phase preceding the NTB phase. Such behaviour is reminiscent of
that for the smectic A-nematic transition whose strength weakens with the length of the nematic
range, although this analogy may not be perfect for the NTB-N transition [5]. This range can be
controlled by the use of mixtures and for dimers, for example, the addition of odd-methylene
linked dimers to ether-linked dimers is found to decrease the nematic range [6]. Alternatively
the addition of a liquid crystal monomer to an odd methylene-linked dimer also increases the
nematic range [7]. We have undertaken a detailed 2H NMR study of the phase behaviour of the
odd dimer CB9CB perturbed by increasing concentrations of the monomer 5CB-d2. The 2H
NMR technique has the distinct advantage of allowing us to locate the NTB-N phase transition
through the characteristic NMR spectrum of the NTB phase revealing, as it does for prochiral
groups, the enantiotropic discrimination resulting from the chirality of the phase [2, 8]. In
addition, we are able to determine the orientational order as a function of temperature for both N
and NTB phases. The temperature variation of this order is more unusual the wider the nematic
range preceding the twist-bend nematic phase [6]. We are also able to determine the conical
angle exhibited by CB9CB and probed by 5CB-d2 and to compare this with the conical angle
found for the homologue CB7CB measured using the same probe [9]. The results we have
obtained are both puzzling and intriguing.
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The director distribution in the twist-bend nematic phase (NTB) differs from that in the chiral
nematic phase (N*) in that the director is tilted with respect to the helix axis and not perpendicular to
it [1]. There is also the more striking difference that the constituent molecules are achiral unlike those
in the chiral nematic. However, our concern here is with the tilt of the director which appears to be a
defining structural feature of the heliconical phase but not perhaps uniquely defined [3]. Early studies
of liquid crystal dimers, such as CB7CB [2], have been based on the birefringence of the phase [4,5]
and suggest a large but continuous jump in the conical angle at the NTB – N phase transition. Another
source of information on this structural feature has been provided by 2H NMR combined with a
molecular field analysis of the experimental prochiral splittings [6].
Here we describe our use of atomic and deuteriated molecular spin probes based on probes not
containing pairs of prochiral deuterons. The first such experiment employed 129Xe which provides,
with its spherical shape, a truly unusual and novel spin probe for a liquid crystal [7]. In order to
analyse the chemical shift measured for 129Xe in the NTB phase for CB7CB it was necessary to devise
a functional form for the temperature dependence of the tilt angle and another for the orientational
order parameter. Those selected resemble the Haller function and were found to fit the temperature
dependence of the chemical shift in the NTB phase rather well [8]. The deuteriated molecular spin
probes employed are more conventional and include 4-methyl-4ʹ-cyanobiphenyl deuteriated in the
methyl group (1CB-d3). This structure clearly approximates closely to a uniaxial shape which
facilitates the analysis of the quadrupolar splittings to yield the orientational order parameter for the
para-axis. Another probe, analogous to this, is perdeuteriated acetonitrile (CD3CN) where the
quadrupolar splitting gives the orientational order parameter for the molecular symmetry axis. As
expected the order parameter for CD3CN is significantly smaller than that for 1CB-d3 but perhaps
surprisingly the conical angles determined for the two probes with their different anisotropies are
quite similar. Our new results will be compared with those obtained with other probes containing
prochiral deuterons, such as 5CB-d2.
It would seem that varying probe molecules may provide a valuable route with which to explore
the structure of the NTB phase as found for other liquid crystal phases, for example the tilt angle in the
SmC phase.
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We have re-investigated the phase behaviour of the main-chain co-polyethers based on
the semi-flexible biphenylethane mesogens and alkylene spacers with an odd number of
carbons:

These polymers were the first systems to exhibit the Nx phase and the first-order N-Nx
transition.[1,2,3] The polymers have been re-synthesized and the N-Nx transition was
observed in all copolymers. In those with uniform Y-group (only Me or only Cl) the Nx
phase was monotropic, but having two different randomly distributed Y-groups supressed
the crystal melting point to render both nematic phases thermodynamically stable and
available for physical studies. X-ray scattering studies were performed on drawn fibres,
and polarized IR spectra were recorded on sheared samples. The 4-5 Å diffuse scatter
showed four azimuthally resolved maxima in the Nx phase, that merged into two
equatorial ones in the N phase. This mirrors the behaviour of the LC dimers, except that
the azimuthal resolution is somewhat higher in the copolymers, probably due to better
molecular alignment. The observed increased order parameter upon the Nx!N transition
is also similar to that in the dimers. The polarization patterns of the different IR bands
provide a useful insight into the structural change at the N-N transition. All evidence
points to the Nx phase in the polymers being of a similar or the same nature as that in the
LC dimers.
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Existence of chiral modulated nematic phases in the systems composed of achiral
molecules is one of the most intriguing discoveries in liquid crystals studied over the last few
years [ see e.g. 1]. In these phases the molecules are arranged in such a way that they follow a
heliconical structure whose pitch is comparable with molecular dimensions. So far two typical
one-dimensional modulated structures have been recognized and referred to as twist-bend
(NTB) and splay-bend nematic phases (NSB) [2]. Extending recent work [3] on the Landau-de
Gennes theory of modulated nematics we study the effect of external fields (surface anchoring,
electric field) on the stability of the NTB phase. We supplement the Landau-de Gennes
formalism [3] by the electric field- and surface anchoring Rapini-Papoular terms and
minimize the resulting free energy numerically using a relaxation formalism. We address the
question of the stability of the NTB phase with the fields’ strength for materials with positive
and negative dielectric anisotropy. A possible, field-induced NTB→NSB phase transition, is
also studied.
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The recently discovered twist-bend nematic phase [1-4], NTB, is a non-uniform equilibrium
nematic phase that presents a spontaneous bend with a precession of the nematic director n on a
conical helix with a tilt angle θ and helical pitch P. The stability of the NTB phase has been
recently demonstrated from the elastic point of view [5] by extending the Frank elastic energy
density of the nematic phase to include the symmetry element of the helical axis t. In the present
communication we investigate the influence of an external bulk field (magnetic or electric) [6] on
the pitch of the NTB phase. For a material with positive magnetic susceptibility anisotropy, when
the magnetic field H is perpendicular to the helical axis t, it is shown that the pitch of the nematic
director n precession increases with H and at a critical value of HC it becomes infinite as in a
cholesteric liquid crystal [7-8], that is, one gets a uniform orientation of n. In our analysis we
suppose that θ is not influenced by the field. Our results include the behaviour of a cholesteric
under a field as a limit case. An extension of the model to include the tilt variation induced by the
field is under consideration.
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The$effects$of$the$mesomeric$nature$of$the$terminal$group$on$NTB$phase$
behaviour$in$liquid$crystal$dimers$
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Since' the' recent' identification' of' the' twist' bend' nematic' phase' (NTB)' in' methyleneBlinked'
cyanobiphenyl' based' liquid' crystal' dimers,[1,2]' and' the' confirmation' of' the' structure' using' freeze'
fracture'transmission'electron'microscopy[3,4],'interest'in'the'NTB'phase'has'escalated.'The'NTB'phase'
was'previously'predicted'by'Dozov,'who'suggested'that'in'a'nematic'phase'the'director'may'bend'
around'bent'dimers'leading'to'two'new'nematics'with'nonuniform'director'distributions'(splayBbend'
or'twistBbend),'whereby'the'achiral'molecules'are'expected'to'form'a'helix'in'which'the'molecular'
director'is'tilted'with'respect'to'the'helical'axis'in'the'NTB'phase[5].''
As' the' NTB' phase' has' been' reported' for' a' limited' number' of' compounds,' the' development' and'
understanding'of'the'relationships'between'the'molecular'structure'and'the'formation'of'the'NTB
phase' are' in' their' early' stages.' Previous' studies' have' focussed' on' the' molecular' shape' and' the'
impact'this'has'on'the'phase'behaviour,'and'it'is'clear'that'molecular'curvature'is'of'fundamental'
importance.' However,' little' is' currently' known' about' the' effect' of' the' mesomeric' nature' of' the'
terminal'groups'on'NTB'phase'behaviour.'
Here'we'report'the'liquid'crystalline'behaviour'of'four'dimers'based'on'the'structure'shown'in'Figure'
1. These'compounds'show'the'NTB' phase.'Using'density'functional'theory'(DFT),'the'effects'that'a
change'in'the'terminal'unit'from'an'electron'withdrawing'to'electron'donating'group'has'on'the'
electron' distribution' of' the' molecules' can' be' visualised.' We' attempt' to' interpret' the' phase'
behaviour'observed'in'terms'of'these'DFT'calculations.'

Figure)1:)Molecular)structure)of)the)four)liquid)crystal)dimers)studied.)
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The$twist)bend$nematic$phase$of$non)symmetrical$liquid$crystal$
dimers$
Daniel'A.'Patersona,'Suzanne'Janszea,'John'M.D.'Storeya,'and'Corrie'T.'Imriea'
a
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The'twist=bend'nematic'phase'(Ntb),'has'recently'attracted'much'attention.'In'the'Ntb'
phase'the'director'forms'a'helix'and'is'tilted'with'respect'to'the'helical'axis.'The'Ntb'phase'
had' previously' been' predicted' to' exist' for' bent' molecules' by' Dozov' and' its' formation'
attributed'to'a'bend'elastic'constant'(K33)'which'tends'towards'zero'[1].'It'was'first'identified'
in' the' dimer' CB7CB' [2].' A' variety' of' differing' molecular' structures' have' been' shown' to'
exhibit' the' twist=bend' nematic' phase' [2=4].' What' is' clear' thus' far' is' that' a' sufficient'
molecular'curvature'is'needed'in'order'to'provide'a'low'enough'K33'to'stabilise'the'phase.'
Here'we'report'a'series'of'achiral'dimers'containing'ester'and'imine'based'moieties'linked'to'
a'cyanobiphenyl'unit'by'a'methylene=ether'flexible'spacer:'

Figure)1.)Example)structure)of)a)nonHsymmetrical)dimer)shown)
to)exhibit)the)Ntb)phase.))
Figure)2.)Texture)of)the)Ntb)phase)of)CB6O.OEt.)

The' dimers' predominantly' exhibit' two' mesophases;' the' higher' temperature' phase'
has' been' assigned' as' a' conventional' nematic' phase' whilst' the' lower' temperature'
mesophase'has'been'shown'to'be'a'twist=bend'nematic'phase.'We'look'here'at'the'effect'of'
varying' terminal' chain' length' on' the' stability' of' the' Ntb' phase' as' well' as' the' effect' of'
differing'mesogenic'units.'!
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The$role$of$hydrogen$bonding$in$stabilising$the$twist3bend$nematic$
phase:$an$Infrared$Study$
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The$ recent$ discovery$ of$ the$ twist8bend$ nematic$ phase,$ Ntb,$ has$ caused$ considerable$ excitement.$
The$Ntb$was$predicted$by$Dozov$[1]$who$proposed$that$certain$molecules$may$have$a$tendency$to$
pack$ into$ bent$ structures.$ In$ the$ Ntb$ phase,$ the$ director$ exhibits$ periodic$ twist$ and$ bend$
deformations$forming$a$conical$helix$with$doubly$generate$domains$having$opposite$handedness.$$
The$director$is$tilted$with$respect$to$the$helical$axis.$
The$ Ntb$ phase$ was$ first$ discovered$ experimentally$ for$ 1JJ,7JJ8bis(48cyanobiphenyl84J8
yl)heptane,$CB7CB$[2].$$The$study$of$the$Ntb$ phase$is$still$in$its$early$stages,$but$it$is$clear$that$the$
geometry$of$the$molecule$plays$a$central$role$and$in$particular,$the$Ntb$phase$is$critically$dependent$
on$molecular$curvature$[3].$$
In$searching$for$new$twist8bend$nematogens,$we$have$recently$reported$the$first$example$
of$a$compound$in$which$the$twist8bend$nematic$phase$is$stabilised$by$hydrogen$bonding,$namely$
48[68(4’8cyanobiphenyl848yl)hexyloxy]benzoic$acid,$CB6OBA$[4],$

O
NC

(CH2)6O
OH

$
6-(4'-cyanobiphenyl-4-yl)hexyloxybenzoic acid, CB6OBA

The$ phase$ behaviour$ shown$ by$ CB6OBA$ is$ accounted$ for$ by$ the$ formation$
of$ a$ supramolecular$
O
NC
O(CH2)5O
trimer,$in$which$the$central$mesogenic$unit$is$formed$by$hydrogen$bonding$between$two$benzoic$
OH
acid$units.$It$is$well8known,$however,$that$in$mesophases$shown$by$benzoic$acid$derivatives$we$see$
the$ coexistence$ of$ cyclic$
and$ open$ dimers,$ as$ well$ as$ monomeric$
(free)$ acids,$ in$ a$ complex$
6-(4'-Cyanobiphenyl-4-yloxy)hexyloxybenzoic
acid, CBO5OBA
equilibrium$[5,6].$$In$the$present$work,$we$analyse$in$detail$how$the$stability$of$hydrogen$bonding$
in$CB6OBA$relates$to$its$phase$behaviour,$and$have$performed$a$temperature$dependent$Fourier$
transform$ infrared$ spectroscopy$ study,$ FT8IR,$ with$ the$ aim$ of$ identifying$ the$ different$ species$
present,$and$their$role$in$the$formation$of$the$Ntb$phase.$
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The# recently# discovered# twist>bend# nematic# phase,# NTB,# has# generated# significant# interest#
since# its# prediction# in# 2001# [1].# Dozov# proposed# that# certain# molecules# with# a# tendency# to# pack#
into#bent#structures#can#compensate#for#this#spontaneous#bend#by#introducing#other#deformations#
of# the# local# director# –# twist# or# splay# –# and# hence# have# the# ability# to# form# new# nematic# phases:#
twist>#or#splay>bend#respectively.##In#the#NTB#phase,#the#director#exhibits#periodic#twist#and#maps#
out# a# helix# with# doubly# degenerate# domains# having# opposite# handedness# –# giving# local#
spontaneous#chirality#but#an#overall#achiral#phase.#Experimentally,#the#NTB#phase#has#been#seen#in#
bent# methylene>linked# dimers,# most# notably# CB7CB# [2],# as# well# as# dimers# with# methylene>ether,#
ether,# and# imine# linkages.# It# has# also# been# observed#in# chiral#materials#[3].# The# role# of# hydrogen#
bonding#in#stabilising#the#twist>bend#nematic#phase#has#been#a#subject#of#recent#studies#[4].##
In# the# present# work,# we# report# the# phase# behaviour# of# bent>shaped# liquid# crystal# dimers#
formed#via#hydrogen>bonding#between#unlike#H>bond#acceptors#and#donors,#namely#a#stilbazole>
based#bent#molecule#(1OB6OS)#and#butoxybenzoic#acid#(4OBA)#and#chiral#2>methylbutoxybenzoic#
acid#((2>Me)4OBA).##
O

MeO

N

1OB6OS&

H

O

O

4OBA/(22Me)4OBA&

OR

The#complex#between#1OB6OS#and#4OBA#exhibits#a#twist>bend#nematic#phase.#Ternary#mixtures#of#
1OB6OS#and#4OBA/(2>Me)4OBA#in#varying#proportions#were#used#to#construct#a#phase#diagram#to#
establish#the#effect#of#concentration#of#the#chiral#component#on#the#formation#of#the#NTB#phase.#
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One-dimensional modulated nematic structures (ODMNS), especially the twist–bend nematic
phase (NTB), have become a major field of activity in liquid crystal research across the world [see
e.g. 1-4]. The reported observations for dimers, trimers and bent–core systems indicate that in the
NTB phase the director rotates on the cone as in the smectic C*, but without long-range positional
order of molecules. The second phase is the splay–bend nematic (NSB), where periodic deformations
take place in a plane. These phases were theoretically predicted in [5–7] and observed both
experimentally (NTB) and in simulations [8, 9]. Further modelling is found in [10–14].
In the current studies we would like to propose an in depth analysis of Landau-de-Gennes theory
(LdeG) of chiral nematics, supplemented by flexopolarization [10,15] and/or octupolar terms [16].
With the aid of helicity mode expansion and bifurcation analysis of the minimal coupling LdeG
theory we identify one-dimensional modulated structures that can condense from the isotropic phase
and discuss mechanisms behind spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking.
Interestingly, besides nematic and cholesteric phases we find four bulk ODMNS for non-chiral
materials, two of which have not been reported so far. These new structures are longitudinal (NLP )
and transverse (NTP ) periodic waves, where the polarisation field being periodic in one dimension
stays parallel and perpendicular, respectively, to the wave vector. The other two phases have all the
characteristic features of the twist-bend nematic phase (NTB) and the splay-bend nematic phase
(NSB), but their fine structure appears more complex than that considered so far. The presence of
molecular chirality converts non-chiral NTP and NSB into new NTB phases, while the non-chiral NLP
phase can stay stable even in the presence of intrinsic molecular chirality.
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INFORMATION)
MEETING)VENUE)

Building(2A(Annexe,(Highfield(Campus,(University(of(Southampton,((
Southampton(SO17(1BJ(

)
TIMING)OF)MEETING)

Thursday(April(7(
11.00D12.30((
Registration(and(Refreshments((
12.25D13.25((
Lunch( (
(
(
13.25D15.30(
Lectures(
(
(
15.30D16.00(
Refreshments(
16.00D18.00(
Lectures(
18.00D19.00(
Poster(session(with(drinks(
19.00D21.30(
Workshop(dinner(
(
(
Friday(April(8(
08.30D10.30(
Lectures(
10.30D11.00(
Refreshments(
11.00D12.30(
Lectures(
12.30D13.30(
Lunch(
13.30D15.00(
Lectures(
15.00D15.05(
Closing(remarks(
15.05D( (
Afternoon(refreshments(

(
(
(

(Building(2A(Annexe)(
(Hartley(Suite,(Building(38)(
(Building(2A(Annexe)(

(

(Hartley(Suite,(Building(38)(

)
MAPS)))
See(end(of(this(document.(((
)
ACCOMMODATION)))
See(Maps(2(and(4.)
South(Hill(Block(B,(Glen(Eyre(Halls(Complex,(Glen(Eyre(Road,(Southampton(SO16(3(UF((
About(a(15(minute(walk(from(the(Workshop(venue.(See(map(for(directions.((
Participants( should( first( go( to( Glen( Eyre( Hall( Reception( to( collect( the( key,( before( proceeding( to( their(
rooms(and(the(Workshop(venue.((Note(that(it(is(some(walk(from(Reception(to(your(rooms(in(South(Block(B(
(see(Map(4),(and(you(should(allow(time(for(this(walk.(
To(reach(Glen(Eyre(Halls(Complex(from(the(University(Campus(and(vice(versa,(see(Map(2.((You(will(need(to(
allow(for(about(a(10D15(minute(walk.(((
The( following( are( included( in( B&B( package:( EnDsuite( rooms,( Tea( and( ( coffee( making( facility( including(
kettle( available( in( kitchenette;( Hairdryer( and( iron( available( from( reception( upon( request( (please( note(
reception( will( request( £5.00( refundable( deposit);( Hand( towel;( Bath( towel;( 2( pillows;( Bedding;( 5( Coat(
hangers;(Small(bar(of(soap.(
It(is(not(essential(for(participants(to(go(first(to(Glen(Eyre(Hall.((It(is(however,(advised(that(they(arrange(to(
arrive(in(time(to(go(to(the(halls(first.((There(may(not(be(much(time(during(the(afternoon(to(do(so.(

Organisers)
If(you(have(a(problem,(don't(hesitate(to(contact(one(of(the(organisers:(
Tim(Sluckin((
(
t.j.sluckin@soton.ac.uk(
Giampaolo(D’Alessandro(dales@soton.ac.uk;((
Geoffrey(Luckhurst((
G.R.Luckhurst@soton.ac.uk(((
(
(
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Electricity))
NonDUK(participants(should(ensure(that(they(have(converter(plugs(from(their(home(system(to(the(UK(
electricity(network,(which(uses(3Dpronged(plugs.(There(should(be(sockets(in(your(rooms.(((

Internet(
Available(both(in(the(rooms(and(on(university(campus.(Login(using(eduroam.(If(you(don't(have(eduroam,(
please(write(urgently,(and(we’ll(see(what(we(can(do,(but(we(can’t(promise.((((

pdf/pptx)Talks)
Please(talk(to(one(of(the(conference(organisers(well(in(advance(of(your(talk.(You(can(use(either(your(own(
laptop,( or( a( memory( stick.( ( The( memory( stick( may( be( more( convenient( to( avoid( extra( time( during(
changeover(from(one(talk(to(another.(Please(arrange(with(the(Chair(of(your(session(to(transfer((your(talk(
file(from(your(memory(stick(to(the(desktop(of(the(lecture(theatre(computer.((((

Meals)other)than)Lunch)
Breakfast)on)Thursday)and)Friday)
The(Terrace(Restaurant((see(Map(1).(You(will(be(given(vouchers(when(you(check(in(at(Glen(Eyre(
Hall(Reception.((

Breakfast)on)Saturday)
Applies( to( only( a( few( people.( ( You( will( be( given( a( gift( card( for( Costa( Coffee( on( Burgess( Road(
(about(3(mins(walk(N(of(Workshop(venue,(and(10(mins(SE(of(Glen(Eyre(Halls(Complex.((See(Map(2.(
Note:(Gift(cards(are(valid(at(any(branch(of(Costa.(((

Early)arrivers)and)Late)departers)
We(are(taking(you(out(to(dinner(in(Southampton(on(Wednesday(evening,(and(in(Winchester(on(
Friday(evening.(We(should(have(been(in(contact(giving(details(of(venues/times(etc.(If(you(think(
you(fall(in(this(category(and(haven’t(heard,(please(contact(one(of(the(Workshop(organisers.(We(
need(to(ask(for((some(financial(contribution(to(the(total(cost.(((

Weather)
The(daily(temperature(range(in(Southampton(at(this(time(of(year(is(about(5C((low)(to(13C((high),(but(it(
could(be(quite(a(bit(colder(or(warmer.(Be(prepared!(You(probably(know(that(it(often(rains(in(the(UK,(and(
this(applies,(even(though(Southampton(is(one(of(the(drier(and(warmer(parts(of(the(UK.((

SOUTHAMPTON)
University)of)Southampton)
The(University(of(Southampton( is(one(of(the(UK’s(larger(and(most(wellDknown(universities.(It(currently(
has( about( 25,000( students,( organised( in( six( campuses,( of( which( the( principal( is( the( Highfield( campus(
where( this( Workshop( is( taking( place.( ( As( an( institution,( the( university( dates( back( to( 1862,( when( the(
Hartley( Institute( was( founded,( as( a( Working( Men’s( College.( The( lack( of( Working( Women( was( not( just( a(
Southampton( phenomenon( in( Victorian( times.( ( The( name( was( changed( progressively( to( the( Hartley(
University( College( (a( constituent( college( of( the( University( of( London,( 1902),( then( to( The( University(
College(of(Southampton((1913),(before(a(Royal(Charter(was(awarded(and(the(University(of(Southampton(
was( founded( in( 1952.( ( In( the( various( competing( World( Rankings,( much( of( interest( to( University(
administrators,(the(university(oscillates(between(about(80(and(150.(((
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Liquid Crystals in Southampton
Liquid Crystal research has been going on since the 1960s when Geoffrey Luckhurst and Jim Emsley
initiated work in the Department of Chemistry. They continue working long after their official retirements.
In addition there are currently vigorous research programmes in Mathematical Sciences (Giampaolo
D’Alessandro and Tim Sluckin) and in Physics (Malgosia Kaczmarek). Previous distinguished members of
the Southampton Liquid Crystal group include Harry Coles, Ian Hamley, George Attard, John Seddon, and
(particularly) David Dunmur. Geoffrey Luckhurst is a former President of the International Liquid
Crystal Society. Current ILCS president Claudio Zannoni, and current Editor of “Liquid Crystals” Corrie
Imrie, are both Southampton alumni and former research students of Geoffrey’s. We pride ourselves on
our interdisciplinary style, our combination of theory and experiment, our democratic approach, and our
international outlook. In this spirit we are pleased to welcome participants at the present Workshop, and
hope that some of you arrive as colleagues, but leave as collaborators.

The City of Southampton

Southampton (or for short, just “Soton”), is situated 75 miles (120km) South West of London. The area
has been occupied since Roman times. Its peculiar geographical situation, opposite the Isle of Wight and
at the end of a large estuary, gives rise to four tides a day (rather than the usual two). As a result, the city
has long been one of the country’s major ports. Until the 1950s, the trains ran from London right into the
port, to discharge passengers onto ocean-going liners to the Empire (and also, in passing, to the former
colonies across the Pond). Today it is the UK’s largest passenger port and second largest container port.
Historically, the port status has awarded Southampton a major role in a number of historical dramas.
Mayflower Park by the sea just south of the City Centre marks the fact that the Pilgrim Fathers left
Southampton (before stopping off in Plymouth) in 1620 on their way to settling/occupying the New
World. The home port of the ill-fated RMS Titanic was Southampton, and the agonised reports of the local
press in 1912 do not make for comfortable reading. Then on the eve of D-Day, on June 5 1944, many
thousands of soldiers bivouacked on Southampton Common before proceeding to Normandy, many not to
return.
Southampton is the largest city in Hampshire, and an early name of Southampton was Hamwic, so in some
sense Southampton is the county town of Ham, with an extra “South” added for emphasis, to distinguish it
from Northampton (which is actually a long way away!). The “p” in Hampshire is a lexicographic
neologism. The city population is almost a quarter of a million; the South Hampshire built-up area
population of about 850,000 makes it the 7th largest metropolitan area in the country.
Many overseas visitors are familiar with Southampton FC (Football Club), currently occupying 7th
position in the Premier League with a good chance of European football next season. Among famous
natives or residents of Southampton (apart from your illustrious hosts) are the authoress Jane Austen
(“Pride and Prejudice”, 1775-1817), Will Champion (drummer of the alternative rock band Coldplay,
b1978), the distinguished “comedian” Benny Hill (1924-1992), the film director Ken Russell (1927-2011),
and the Pre-Raphaelite artist John Everett Millais (1829-1896).

Things to do
If you are tired out by your scientific activities, you could:
(i) Go to the City Art Gallery, where a whole set of interesting art is displayed, including some by its
native son John Everett Millais
(ii) Walk around the Southampton Common, just adjacent to the university. In medieval times, this
area was where citizens of the then much smaller Southampton grazed their cattle and sheep.
Nowadays it is a sheep-free zone, but still a haven of rest from the bustle of the city, and is
protected against building development by ancient statute.
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(iii)!Walk(round(the(old(City(Walls.(The(atmospheric(mediaeval(city(survived(until(it(was(destroyed(by(
bombing(over(three(catastrophic(nights(in(late(November(and(early(December(1940,(and,(some(
say,( also( by( shortDsighted( development( policies( of( the( postDwar( Southampton( City( Council.( The(
City( Walls( remain,( somewhat( damaged,( and( give( some( idea( of( the( former( urban( glory.( Also(
obvious( is( the( engineering( which( involved( land( reclamation( in( the( 19th( and( 20th( century,(
narrowing(the(River(Test.(
(iv)!If(you(have(more(time,(a(walk(in(the(New)Forest,(or(a(boat(trip(to(the(Isle)of)Wight(are(popular(
British(tourist(destinations.((((
(v)! Likewise,(the(City(of)Winchester,(former(capital(of(Wessex(in(Saxon(times,(is(a(10(minute((train(
ride( from( Southampton( airport( Parkway( ( (15( mins( from( Central( station),( and( retains( its(
mediaeval(charm.(((

REACHING)THE)UNIVERSITY)OF)SOUTHAMPTON)
Train) (see(Map(1(and(Map(3).(For(timetable(see(http://www.nationalrail.co.uk/(
(From(North):((to(Southampton(Airport(Parkway(Station:(Take(taxi(or((cheaper)(
take(the(U1(bus((every(20(minutes(or(so);(brings(you(to(the(University(Hub(Bus(Station.(
The(Workshop(is(immediately(adjacent(((
(From(South):(to(Southampton(Central(Rail(Station((5(mins);(take(U1(bus((about(15(mins).(

Bus))

(see(Map(1(and(Map(3).(Note(that(in(British(English,(this(is(often(“coach”,((if(a(longDdistance(bus.)
LongDdistance(coach(from(Heathrow(or(through(London.(
Timetables(on(www.nationalexpress.com(.(
Usually(stops(at(the(University(Hub(Bus(Station((“Highfield(Interchange”).(
Some(buses(go(to(Central(Coach(Station.(In(this(case,(take(taxi(or((cheaper)(
walk(to(Southampton(Central(Rail(Station((5(mins)(and(take(U1(bus((about(15(mins).(

)Car)(( (see(Maps(1,(3(and(4).(
Go(directly(to(the(Glen(Eyre(Halls,(where(parking(is(reserved(in(the(South(Hill(Block.(
• If(you(are(going(to(park(at(Glen(Eyre,(please((get(in(touch(with(us(so(that(we(can(send(you(a
parking(permit(by(email
• Parking(on(campus(is(inadvisable,(because(the(rather(overDvigilant(security(people(may(give
you(a(ticket.
• However,(we(do(have(a(very(small(number(of(reserved(parking(spaces,(and(if(you(need(to
park(on(campus,(please(contact(the(Giampaolo(D’Alessandro(by(email(as(soon(as(possible.

Air)

(see(Map(1(and(Map(3)(
_______________________________________________________________________________(
From)Southampton)Airport:((Take(taxi…(or((cheaper)(take(the(U1(bus((every(20(minutes(or(so);(
brings(you(to(the(University(Hub(Bus(Station.(
Workshop(is(immediately(adjacent.(
________________________________________________________________________________(
If(you(rent(a(car(from(one(of(the(London(airports,(follow(instructions(for(car,(above.(
_______________________________________________________________________________(
From)Heathrow)Airport:((Either(take(bus(or(“railDairlink”(.(((
Don’t)take(Heathrow(Express(or(London(Underground(train(into(London(to(go(and(catch(the(
train(from(Waterloo(to(Southampton((unless(the(purpose(of(your(visit(is(to(explore(the(rather(
elderly(British(train(network).(It(will(take(too(long.((
If(“railDair(link”,(follow(signs.(The(bus(will(take(you(to(Woking(Station.(You(then(catch(a(
southbound(train,(and(alight(at(Southampton(Airport(Parkway.(((
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(
If(bus,(go(to(Heathrow(Central(Bus(Station((if(arriving(at(terminals(1D3)(or(the(local(bus(stop(at(
terminals(4(&(5.(There(are(buses(approximately(every(2(hours.(Journey(takes(about(2(hours,(and(
price(in(the(£20D25(price(range.(Then(follow(instructions(for(bus.((
________________________________________________________________________________(
From)Gatwick)Airport:)Take(train,(which(will(go(to(Southampton(Central(Station.(You(may(need(
to(change,(so(ask(when(you(buy(the(ticket.(Then(follow(instructions(as(for(train.(
There)is)also)a)bus,)but)it)is)much)slower.((
________________________________________________________________________________(
Other)airports)(Stansted,)Luton,)City)etc.))
Do( not( come( this( way,( even( if( it( was( cheaper!( It’s( a( nuisance,( as( you( have( to( come( via( London.((
Take(bus(or(train(into(London,(then(take(train(to(Southampton(from(London(Waterloo.(Get(out(at(
Southampton( Airport( Parkway( Station.( It’ll( take( you( ages.( ( Or( take( bus( from( London( Victoria(
Coach(station.((( But(if)you(came(through(London(City(Airport,(you(must(be(rich.(Take(a(limousine.(
Just(don’t(charge(it(to(us.((

)
)
((
)
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Map 1: Highfield Campus
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Map 2. Highfield campus and Glen Eyre Hall Complex
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Map 3: Southampton and neighbourhood
M3 London to Southampton
motorway. Exit A33
Southampton. Follow signs.
Southampton Airport Parkway
Rail Station /Southampton
Airport complex
U1 bus stop E side of station.
Outside airport terminal.
(Highfield) Campus.
See other maps for detail.

Walking distance
Southampton Central Rail
Station- Highfield campus
2.5m, 4km (approx 50 mins)

Southampton Central Rail
Station.
U1 bus stop to university
on south side

Southampton Central Bus
Station
(approximate position)

Map data copyright 2016© Google
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MAP 4
Directions to Glen Eyre Accommodation

Directions: Glen Eyre Accommodation - Postcode SO16 3UF
From the M3
- Follow signs for Southampton A33 (not Southampton Docks)
- Follow the A33 (Bassett Avenue) through 2 roundabouts to a major intersection
- Turn left onto Burgess Road then 2nd left into Glen Eyre Road
- Turn left at the mini roundabout
- The entrance to Glen Eyre (main reception) is about 400 yards on the right hand side—just after the Royal Main Post Box
(NB: the entrance to South Hill and Chamberlain halls is on the left hand side of the road.
From the M27
- Exit at Junction 5 (Southampton Airport/Eastleigh)
- If coming from the East, take the 1st exit off the roundabout, if coming from the West, take the 4th exit
- Follow the A335 dual carriageway through 2 sets of traffic lights; at the 3rd set, the road divides
- Turn right onto Burgess Road (McDonald's will be on your left)
- Continue straight through two sets of traffic lights then get into the right hand lane and turn right into Glen Eyre Road
and the next set of traffic lights.
- Turn left at the mini roundabout
- The entrance to Glen Eyre (main reception) is about 400 yards on the right hand side—just after the Royal Main Post Box
(NB: the entrance to South Hill and Chamberlain halls is on the left hand side of the road.
University of Southampton, Conference and Hospitality
www.southampton.ac.uk/hospitality
Tel: +44 (0)23 8059 2832
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Email: hospitality@southampton.ac.uk

